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Dear Grower or Industry personnel
Welcome to the Nov 2016 edition of the Business Development Group (BDG) newsletter. You are
receiving this newsletter as a previous active contributor to the APAL Future Orchards program.
In all of these projects, we have captured the majority of the orchard data within the online database
called OrchardNet (to access go to http://www.hortwatch.com/orchardnet ). If you have received this
newsletter you should already have an OrchardNet subscription but if not or you cant remember, please
get in touch with us to set it up (adrian.stone@agfirst.co.nz). Remember the cost of the annual
subscription is funded by the Future Orchards project so there is no cost to you other than your own
time.
To make it clear, all growers that use OrchardNet, we refer to as the “Business Development Group”.
We like to think that you are using OrchardNet to make your orchard businesses better.

Block Productive Performance
When entering production data we encourage you to enter the blocks previous 2 years production and
then enter an estimate for 2017.
Analysis of the production data within OrchardNet has shown good improvements in Australian
productivity over time as shown in Figures 1 and 2 below.
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Figure 1 AU Gala Productivity (gross kg/ha)

Since 2010, Royal Gala productivity of all blocks that have been monitored, has increased from 24t/ha to
be currently averaging 40t/ha for all tree ages. The 2016 harvest is showing a similar gross yield to 2015
at an average of 40t/ha. The current packout is 74% Class 1, avg fruit size 165 gm, with 123 blocks in the
current database.
Do you know where your blocks sit in comparison? Jump online, enter your own data and see how your
blocks compare.
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Figure 2 AU Cripps Pink (and red strains) productivity (gross kg/ha)

A similar trend is showing with Pink Lady types with production during the period 2011-2014 averaging
just under 50 t/ha. The 2016 Australian average is up 15%, currently sitting at 57.6t/ha, 70% Class 1 and
163 gm avg (96 blocks). This is a significant increase. It will be interesting to see if this changes as more
and more growers enter their 2016 crop result.
Note: Figures 1&2 show yield by year for all age groups. The average mature yield of Australian Gala
types is currently 42t/ha and Pinks 60 t/ha.
OrchardNet can plot your blocks performance against the regional and national average by year and by
tree age. It will also help you define the “sweet spot” where each of your blocks are optimized to make
maximum profit.
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Thinning 2017
Once you have entered your historical crops and your 2017 target, run the “Thinning Report” as it will
give you guidance on the required fruit number per tree to achieve your target. See figure 3 below
from one of our Focus orchards.
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Fruit sizing
Last year the number of blocks using the fruit sizing component alone reached 400 which meant that
district and national averages were very robust and made for good comparisons. This year we want to
try and reach 500 blocks so please get on board and use the service.

Fruit Sizing Protocol
The protocol you use will depend on the intended use of the data. If you primarily want to monitor
growth rate and an accurate fruit size prediction at harvest is secondary, we suggest monitoring 20 fruit
per block weekly.
Go to a representative row in the block and mark 4 average trees with coloured tape. You will probably
choose a row that you need to visit regularly for other reasons e.g. pest traps or soil moisture
monitoring sites. Close to the tape, mark 5 representative (average) pieces of fruit. You can either write
directly on the fruit with a permanent marker or tag the fruit with a numbered breadclip. Both options
are shown below. You will therefore mark 20 fruit per block. The same fruit are measured either
weekly or fortnightly, we recommend weekly to really get a good idea of growth rate.

To enter your fruit size data into Orchardnet, Go to the fruit size
data entry screen by clicking into the block and then click on the
Red Apple icon, where it says “View fruit size data and reports”
Enter the date the measurement was made, the average reading
and the number of fruit measured. Also make sure your Full
Bloom date is entered. Once this is done, you can run a series of management reports that can assist
you make better orchard management decisions.
The figure below shows the growth rate of a Gala block VC40 in Southern Victoria. The growth rate in
the 2011 season was just over 4mm/week which is better that the corresponding weeks historically and
above the national average of 3.75mm/week.
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If you require fruit size monitoring to give you good data for crop estimate profiling, we suggest you
increase the number of fruit to 100 minimum per block. This is best done using digital computer
interfaced calipers.
To be able to participate with any of the projects discussed please either contact our OrchardNet
administrator (Adrian.stone@agfirst.co.nz ) or contact your local Front Line Advisor (details below)
STATE
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